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A Piece of a Connected & Resilient Waterfront
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Flood Barrier System Alignment
Reach 1 Update
REACH 01:
TRIBECA / BMCC / HRPK
Reach 1 West St. | Design Opportunities

Hudson River Park

- Maintain connection to N. Esplanade.
- Maintain N-S connectivity.
- Buffer bikers and pedestrians from car traffic.
- Maintain connection from Harrison st. to the waterfront.
- Openings next to crossing to maintain pedestrians’ safety.

* Area Under Review

FBS Wall Alignment

Turner Kinkade SCAPE BIG WSP
Requirements and Questions

• What we’ve heard:
  • Operations & Maintenance concerns
  • Sight lines & view impacts
  • Circulation (vehicles, bicycles, pedestrians)
  • Coordination with DOT (state and city)
  • Potential for adjacent impacts (coastal modeling)
  • Other impacts to consider: shading, lighting, drainage

• Questions / Discussion
Reach 2 Review and Discussion
Reach 2 | Design Opportunities

Hudson River Park

- Capture Sun
- Relieve Pinch-Point
- In-Water habitats
- Widen Shared-Use Path
- Clarify Wayfinding to Rockefeller Park
- Buffer Residential Use
- Facilitate SHS Egress
Coordination
Ongoing Agency Coordination

- HRPK
- NYS DOT
- NYC DOT
- NYC DEP
- USACE
- NYSDEC
- Other Projects
Agency Coordination - Timeline

- 30 Percent Design Documents: June 2023
- 60 Percent Design Documents: Late 2023
- Utility Relocation Package: Early 2024
- GMP (60 – 90 Percent Design): Mid to Late 2024*
- Construction Start: Late 2024/Early 2025*

*Depending on Permits
Wrap-up and Questions